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1. Concepts, terms, definitions

In the parapsi literature different authors have defined some terms used in

presenting or discussing specific aspects which can help us explain them: the

classical parapsychology and the young psychotronics. The term paranormal

is synonym with parapsychology. The paranormal applies to the phenomenon

synonym to parapsychology, something stressing the area of imaginary and

miracles.

The term of paranormalogy was introduced by Rech (1969) to define

the science of the paranormal phenomena but did not develop (Bonin 1976)

compared to the term parapsychology which represents a branch of

psychology dealing with the human behaviour  incriminated in a process which

cannot be explained or described in terms of the current physical and chemical

principles.

Psi is the general term defining a person’s extra sensorial communication

with the environment, including the extra sensorial perception psychokinesis

(Deale, Wite, 1977). Its generality was achieved by B.P. Wiesner and then R.H.

Thoules (1942) who used it either as a noun or an adjective to identify
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paranormal processes. We can consider two main psi categories: psi-gamma

(paranormal knowledge, extra sensorial perception) and psi-kappa (paranormal

action, psycho-kinesis). In our opinion, the goal of this term (different from

Thalbourne’s interpretation 1982) is that to mark the participation of psychic

mechanisms either to produce a phenomenon or to receive it. The psi

phenomena refer to body-environment interactions which cannot be explained

by some authors but which represent the reductionist application of the sensorial

and motor channels. Psychotronics represents the term including the theory of

faraway interactions linked to an energy form still “unclear”, form which

belongs to the living matter, between subject and objects (including the living

ones) in doctor Rejdak’s opinion (1975). Psychotronics is an independent

science which deals holistically with the interactions between bodies and the

environment (internal and external) and the energy processes which represent

the base of these mutual relationships (links). The interactions are achieved

among others through forces and agents that don’t totally belong to the modern

science structure. In Rejdak’s opinion (1976), the study of mutual relationships

between the matter’s constituents (substance – energy – information)

contributes to a new understanding of man’s energy ability, of the vital

processes and of matter.

In 1989, The National Association of Psychotronic Research, defining its

scientific activity, presented psychotronics as a disciplinary scientific domain

studying the faraway interactions between living bodies, respectively between

them and the environment and also the energy and informational  phenomena

linked to the environment and also the energy and informational  phenomena

linked to these actions.

While parapsychology is considered by some authors as a subject dealing

with the paranormal phenomena scientific study, psychotronics is the

interdisciplinary scientific domain dealing with the faraway interactions between

living systems, respectively the informational one linked to these interactions.
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Psychotronics is an independent science between the philosophico-

psychological concept of parapsychology and the physico-psychological one

about the world, definitions which A. Patrut considers insufficient to stress some

differencies in the presence of phenomenology, taxonomy, terminology, work

methods and the goal of research (1990). Contemporary parapsychology

classifies the paranormal phenomena or psi in cognitive and physical

corresponding to the two known classes: ESP – extra sensorial perception; PK –

psychokinesis. Psychotronics divides the paranormal phenomena into three

categories: faraway interactions within the living matter, faraway interactions

between living and not living matter, faraway interactions between living matter

and the informational field of the environment (notion somewhat unclear and

questionable).

2. Psychotronics historical moments

William Crookes, the famous English scientist, founded the modern

metapsychics and twenty-five years later, Max Dessoir replaces the old term

metapsychics with parapsychology.

 “Towards the end of the 20th century are formed the first organisms

organized in studying parapsychology. In 1982, professor Henry Sidgwick

founded the famous “Society for Psychical Research” (SPR) in England. In

1984, the American SPR appeared, then the Boston Society and the International

Metapsychic Institute in Paris. In 1924, doctor Eugen Osty was appointed

director of the International Metapsychic Institute in Paris and is launched the

parapsychology scientific era.1  In 1939, Valentina and Simeon Kirlian obtain

by mistake the photograph of a human hand in a high voltage and frequency

electrical field (discovering a wonderful bright aura around the hand). On 28

January 1971, Stanley Krippner, the president of the American Association for

1 Emil Streinu, Psychotronic espionage and the concept of mental fight, “Carol I” National
Defence University Publishing Dept., Bucharest, 2006, p.17
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Parapsychological Researches, went to the USSR invited by the Science

Academy Psychological Institute in Moscow to gather evidence about the

researches in telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition and psycho-kinesis. The

host was Eduard Naumov, the famous scientist, who, after the visit, was

condemned to two years in Siberia by the Court in Moscow for having divulged

the secrets of Kirlian photograph to the Americans.

Between 1968-1970, the international community learnt from

different sources that the USSR and the East European countries were studying

the paranormal phenomena (at Novorosinsk University, Nijinitaghil Pedagogic

Institute, Sofia Parapsychology and Sugestology Institute). There were

prominent personalities in this field such as: Leonid Vasiliev, Ghienadi

Serghiev, Eduard Naumov, George Lozanov, V. Iniusin – becoming living

legends in the history of parapsychology. Famous paranormal persons were

investigated such as: Djuna Davitasvili (KGB general), Melia Mihaelova, Nina

Kulagina or Vanga Dimitrova.

There was a new book in the US “Psychic discoveries behind the

Iron Curtain” (by S. Ostrander and L. Shroeder), Englewood Cliffis, New

Jersey, Prenticehall 1971.

In 1973, at the International Congress in Prague, the term parapsychology

is replaced with psychotronic (suggested by prof. Zdenek Rjdak), adopted

firstly in order to mislead people but with the purpose of expanding and

developing the paranormal domain. Adolf Hitler and Stalin greatly appreciated

the parapsychology researches. Nikita Hrusciov had an evil fascination by using

paranormal techniques. In 1924, A. Lunaciarski, people commissary for

education established the Soviet Committee for the Study of the Paranormal,

still functioning these days. At the Sankt Petersburg University, prof. Valentin

Vasiliev dedicated his entire activity and life to the study of paranormal

phenomena and was fascinated with “the faraway suggestion” and the “zombie-

woodo effect”.
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“It’s the possibility to be able to influence the human psychic from a

distance without the consent of the target subject and most interestingly, without

the subject being subject to any conditionings. He succeeds in ordering moves

the subject executes unaware of the fact that he obeys orders. This fact opens

new perspectives on telepathy which is the ideal technique to manipulate isolate

individuals or well established groups”2.

The Army and particularly GRU are suddenly interested in this subject

and support the researches in view of building mental suggestion and faraway

orders devices. Today there are proofs about the existence of these devices and

of the fact that they are used in “psychotronic aggressions”.

The Americans too launched the program MKULTRA of psychic

manipulation by using LSD hallucinogens. They developed PAVLITA

psychotronic generators and the effect of the electromagnetic radiations with

frequencies lower than 1000 MHz which go all the way to the internal organs

and affect the brain.

Between 1975-1977, the Soviets used varied frequency radiations on the

US embassy in Moscow. As a result, two ambassadors and two other clerks got

cancer. After that, Walter Stoessel, the US ambassador and doctor Robert

Becker suggested a new building for the US embassy.

“In 1981, in his book “Excalibur Briefing”, Thomas Bearden, former US

army intel officer, introduces the concepts of “virtual state” and “objects of

thinking”3.

The press in the US stated that the US military makes experiments using

nuclear weapons and high energy particles of psychotronic waves which would

ensure “the domination of spirit over matter” – a psychotronic bomb

remotely detonated.

2 Ibidem, p.25
3 Ibidem,  p.27
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The typical American pragmatism led to a drastic change in attitude

towards the prejudices and today paranormal phenomena are studied in great

American universities such as: Stanford in California, Harvard in Boston, Duke

in Durham, North Carolina.

The motives of this change are:

 First of all curiosity, trait specific to the scientific research but also the

people’s growing interest for this subject;

 Secondly, the economic component, because paranormal sells well, always

and everywhere, even in Romania;

 The therapeutic component starting from the use of plant extracts and also

hypnosis through suggestion till the identification of psychosomatic diseases

which can be treated with plants.

 The military component is the most important. The researches in North

Korea, China, USSR, Cekoslovakia and Bulgaria forced the USA to enter the

competition. The psychotronic aggression are part of the asymmetrical

aggressions  as stated in NATO regulations;

 The growing interest of the terrorist groups and organizations towards

psychotronics and the use of specific techniques to prepare and launch the

terrorist attacks (see 9/11 2001 and the brain washing of those acting against the

twin towers in New York);

 The most important thing is knowing this domain  which will unravel the

mystery leading to new methods and means to counterattack the psychotronic

aggressions.

3. The psychotronic Golgota

The current society is heading towards a controlled society. Due to the

informational control abilities all becomes number, information including the

most intimate thoughts. An example is the trial John St. Clair Akwei against the
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US National Security Agency (NSA) in Fort George Maryland (civil trial no.

92-1449).

John St. Clair Akwei learnt that there were NSA espionage programs from

October 1990 to May 1991 whose purpose was to follow and control the

American citizens. NSA and the Department of Defense patented digital devices

that can analyze from a distance any object with an electrical activity, organic or

anorganic.

NASA SIGINT program uses the brain’s electromagnetic stimulation in

the case of remote neuronal monitoring (RNM) and electronic brain link (EBL).

This type of brain stimulation started through the MKULTRA program at the

beginning of the 50’s. It includes the radiation neuronal control and

investigation (un-ionized electromagnetic fields) and also the bioelectrical

research. NSA has patented electrical devices which analyze human as well as

plants’ and animals’ electrical activity from a distance. Some examples of

unclassified patents from the 80’s are:

 US 3951134 – device and method to monitor and alter the brain waves from

a distance;

 US 5507291 – method and device to determine from a distance a person’s

emotional state;

 US 548142 – device to monitor a body’s magnetic field;

 US 3837331 – system and method to control a living body’s neuronal

system;

 US 5213562 – method to modify the mental, emotional and physical states;

 US 3835833 – method to obtain the neurophysiological effects;

 US 5356368 – method and device to induce the wanted conscience states.

These are patents used in the 80’s for the CIA research programs for Mind

Control. You can imagine what could happens with these patented programs if

terrorists get them.
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4. Tendencies

The American army has a new weapon capable to inflict pain remotely

by “expanding” a plasma bubble (electrically charged gas). The energy

projectiles weapons will be delivered to the troops starting with 2008 and will

reach targets 2 km away.

The infrasound cannon or “the bas cannon” or “the sonic cannon”,

invented a few decades ago, has been improved and can now destroy concrete

buildings 10 km away from a fixed platform and 8 km from a mobile platform.

There are also very powerful oscillation generators with frequency equal to that

of the fighter’s heart beat. After resonating with the combatants’ heart

frequency, the sonic generator’s frequency decreases gradually to zero leading

to the death of the respective person by cardiac arrest. There are numerous

researches to develop mind control non-lethal weapons with infra-sounds,

microwaves and radio-frequency emitter based on the antenna effect of the

human body to 70-100 MHZ frequencies.

The most evil researches are about certain geophysical events: floods,

earthquakes, eclipses, comets, hunger and even the Earth revolving unnaturally.

Some American specialists state that Earth slows down and changes the

frequency of its rotations. “Inversing the Earth’s magnetic poles can lead to the

acceleration of the terrestrial time as we approach “ground zero” and we will

notice that the 24 hours represent now 16 hours, the difference increases a lot.

This theory states that time will cease to exist eventually”4.

NASA SIGIND program has patented technical equipment which can

analyze remotely the human electrical activity. “The brain map” generated by

the NSA computers ensures the ongoing surveillance of all electrical processes

in the brain. NSA records and decodes “the brain maps” of hundreds of

thousands of persons for national security. The brain stimulation is also used by

the military for the brain-computer connections (for combat aircrafts).

4 Ibidem, p. 289.
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Targeting the electronic surveillance, the electrical activity developed by

the speaking control in the brain can render a person’s thoughts almost verbally.

RNM can send uncoded signals to the auditory cortex in the brain, facilitating

the direct audio communication with the brain (without the help of the ears).

NSA agents can use this method secretly making the subjects ill by sending

hallucinatory sensations to them, specific to the paranoid people. This remote

neuronal network in Fort Meade is the most sophisticated and recent espionage

and civilian surveillance method. It can send to the auditory cortex whole

sentences, tridimensional and subliminal sounds and to the visual cortex RNM

images and can alter a person’s perceptions, states and move control.

“The contact (bidirectional brain-electronic connection) is achieved by

remotely monitoring the brain’s audio-visual information at the same time with

transmitting the sound to the auditory cortex (avoiding the ears) and fading

images to the visual cortex (avoiding the optical nerves and the eyes). The

images are bidimensional screens in the brain the bidimensional brain control

being one of the most powerful weapons of the CIA-NSA favourite

communication system”5.

5. Conclusions

21st century wars have left behind the times when soldiers killed one

another with all sorts of weapons; there are now much more frightening

confrontation methods. It’s already known the new action and mental

confrontation environment used both in the military and civilian life. The

psychotronic confrontation is very modern and developing rapidly, the

psychotronic war is fought with combatants trained to develop their extra-

sensorial abilities.

5 http://www.romfest.org/rost/aug.2004/golgota.shtml
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The paranormal is real, PSI represents the manipulation of the biophysical

body connection between the person and the body considered as a system

determined by the environment. Man can be regarded as an almost perfect

informational system. The psychic energy, once used in curses, is a terrible

reality. There is the possibility to see faraway places and also the past and

future. In such a context, reality is stranger than fiction. It’s time we paid more

attention to developing this new mental ability where the target’s brain is more

important than its clothes (military or civilian).


